Abstract-The demand for improved dynamic response of fossilfired power plants has motivated a comprehensive program of control system design and analysis. Previous papers have reported the development of a nonlinear mathematical model of a drum-type, twin furnace, reheat boiler-turbine-generator (RBTG) system which is suitable for control system analysis and has been extensively verified by field test. On the basis of this model, local stability, observability, and controllability have been examined over the load range, using linearization and modal analysis. An approach to control system design has been developed based on optimal linear regulator theory and which recognizes the limitation of an imperfect model. This approach produces "integral-type" action which guarantees zero steady-state errors. The controller does not require complete state feedback. Improved performance has been demonstrated by comparison with the existing control structure through simulation using the nonlinear process model. T I. IKTRODUCTION HE CONTINUISG increase in demand for electric power, una.nticipa.t.ed delays in new generat,ing capacity addit,ions, and the trend toward larger generahg stations and larger interconnections are among the many factors which have magnified the importance of individual unit response capability to the pon-er system operating objective of providing reliable and efficient. electric service. During normal operation, .good unit response capability is essent.ia1 for stable implementation of the megawatt dispatch system load control concept [ 1 3. In emergency sit uatiom, responsive generation can be coordinated for load pickup or rejection in order t o avoid or minimize casmding of system disturbances [2]. It. is essent,ial that generating units have a sufficiently high degree of stability to be able to stick with the system through an emergency situation nithout unreasonable risk. Should isolation become necessary, the unit must be capable of controlled rejection of generat,ion without complete shutdown in order to service its local loads and to beavailable for system restoration [3].
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These system operating requirements conflict with the obvious desire t o maximize the life and t o avoid damage of enormously expensive and complex primary equipment. This is a particularlyimportant concernat the present time when replacement generation is frequentl-not available or at best. involves extremely high operating costs. In recent years? new information concerning turbine metal fatigue due to cyclic thermal stress [4] , [5] has made this a major consideration in operating generating stat,ions. Nevertheless, numerous reports [6] -[SI suggest, on t.he basis of t,est experience, that, the primary equipment itself does not. impose a serious inherent limitation on load change capabilhy and that, with suitably designed automatic controls, the objectives of system operation can be met-consistent. nith 4 unit safety a.nd life requirements. I n [SI, Durrant and Vollnler suggest a variety of alternative operating and control strategies for boiler-t.urbinegenerator systems t o meet different, system operating objectives. Among these are nonstandard automatic control procedures such as using attemperating sprays to generate steam in the superheater for assisting load pickup, mariipulating gas flow for control of temperatures, incorporating variable steam pressure operation t o regulate t,urbine rotor temperature variations, and relaxing throttle temperature tolerances, also to obtain better control of rotor t,emperature. They note that the operating objectives are frequently conflicting with respect t o a given procedure and suggest further investigation t o clarify the implications of these alt ernatives for specific applications.
Optimization and simulation prolqde a framework particularly n-ell suited to the identification and evaluation of alternative control strategies. There have been some previous attempts to apply optimal control t.heory to the control of a power boiler. Notable among these are the works of Sicholson [9] -[ 111 and Anderson [12] . Xcholson's use of an oversimplified boiler model has made his positive results essentially meaningless for large power boiler applications. Xnderson's work! on the other hand, follon-ed an extensive effort of model development. [13] . In E121 -4nderson concludes that integrated optimal con-* trol schemes do not significantly improve the performance of the unit considered.
-4nderson's conclusions are c0ntra.r-to the optimism generated for coordinated control schemes by test experience and are also subject, to question on the basis that. the model used is still not an adequate characterization of a typical power boiler. In the work reported herein, every effort has been made to avoid such criticism. The model used in these studies has been used to simulate the Philadelphia Electric Company's Cromby Xumber 2 unit, and has been subjected to extensive comparisons nith closed-loop steady-state and open-loop transient, field tests [14] , [16] . The model is nonlinear, and all manipulated variables normally considered for automated operation are included. Several rather subtle details which have been previously overlooked but which are critical to wide-range unit operation have been represented, such as multiple regulating valves, burner positions, and multiple feedpumps.
From the out,set, of the study, the object-ive has been t o go beyond idenntification and evaluation of a1t.ernative contzol strategies and t,o provide a feedback controller design suitable for implementat.ion should it be warranted on the basis of simulation results. To achieve this end, the cont,roller design methodology described in det.ail in [lS] has been ut.ilized. This procedure is based on optimal linear regulator theory but circumvent,s the practical deficiencies of standard results. I n particula.r, the design incorporates a practical met,hod of state reconstruction when there are a limited number of essentia.lly noise-free outputs, retains the advantage of classical proportional integral (PI) controllers that st.eady-state accuracy is guaranteed even in the presence of immeasurable consta.nt, disturbances, and is not dependent upon unreasonable model precision.
I n Section 11, the plant, it,s nonlinear nlat11emat.ica.l model, and some results of local linear analysis are discussed. Formulat.ion of the overall control problem and a description of t,he current control system are inc1ude.d in Section 111. In Section IV, the design algorithm is described in t,he context of the present a.pplication, and computer simulation results are discussed in Sect,ion V.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The aforementioned Cromby Kumber 2 unit is typical of a. large class of power generating stations and has been used as the object of analysis for the studies reported in this paper. Cromby Number 2 is a 200-MW boiler-turbinegenerator system which includes a. pulverized coalfired, twin furnace, drum-type, cont.rolled circulat.ion, single reheat boiler. In [ls], t.he syst.ern (shown schematically in Fig. 1 ) was partit.ioned into subsections, t o each of which were applied t.he requisit,e laws governing the transfer of energy and mass and the equat.ions of state describing mat,erial properties. The resulting nlathemat,ical model consists of 14 first-order nonlinear differential equa,tions and 70 non1inea.r algebraic equations describing the variables of int,erwt, many of which may be suppressed if desired. All plant parameters used in t,he model were obtained from physical data or calculat.ed from acceptance test, data. 
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The mathemat.ica1 model is described by the equations where z is the 14-dimensional state vector, u is the 8-dinlensional cont.ro1 vector, and y is the 70-dimensional output vect,or as defined in Tables 1-111. Local properties of the nonlinear system have been examined o~e r the process load ra.nge by genemting approxirnat.e linear models at the desired steady-st,at.e operating points in the following form:
where (x,y,u) in (2) represent, deviations from the st,eadystate operating values (xo,yo,uo). The variation of the linear model eigenvalues with load along a t.ypica1 steady-state operating profile is shorn-n in Fig. 2 . Illustrated are 13 of the 14 eigenvalues. The remaining eigenvalue is alvays zero. The arrow points in the direction of decreasing load. The seemingly errat,ic behal-ior of t.he eigenvalues is a result of the highly nonlinear valve characteristic. Examination of the eigenvectors leads t o a few general observations. The zero eigenvalue is associat,ed with the drum wat,er volume. Drum water volume is affected by every mode which is consistent nith the knon-1-edge that water level requires tight regula,tion. There is generally a very high degree of coupling bet,meen t.he state variables. Two modes are clearly identifiable with the mill dynamics.
Local observability and controllability have been examined. If feeder stroke is not available as a control input, then the two mill modes are uncontrollable. The system is cont,rollable, however, even xhen superheat and reheat sprays are not used as control inputs. Drum level must be measured in order t o have an observable situat,ion. Otherwise, almost any selection of outputs will suffice.
OPERATING OBJECTIVES AND EXISTING COATROLS
The principal operat.ing objectives can be summarized in the following st,atement :
The control system should provide for maximum rate of change of generator output from the initial state to an assigned target stat,e without exceeding specified limits on process variables. The 1imit.s currently specified for Cromby Kumber 2 on the key out.put variables are given in Table IV. There is a serious need for a basic evaluation of what constit.ut es tolerable variations of these process variables. If t.he constraints are set too loose, then the risk of equipment damage is great,; and, if they are set. too tight, a lo^ value of the maximum rate of change of generation nil1 be determined for the unit.. It. is obvious t.hat. escessive1)-high pressures constitute a safety hazard and that excessive or widely varying steam temperatures should be avoided because of the close clearances in the turbine and the gossibility of metal fatigue due to cyclic thermal stress.
However, the precise specification of accept able limits is perlmps somen-hat arbitrary. For example, there has been considerable discussion within the industry of variable pressure operat.ion [17] in which case operating pressures as much as 400 psia below nominal are advocated, and the plant is normally operated at low load vit 11 as much as a 100°F drop in throttle temperature. Such practices contradict the limits of -50 psia on throttle pressure and -10°F on t,hrottle temperature. The emergency lower limit on temperature (-200°F) is more realistic.
However, these constraints have been set and. until a convincing evaluation is made which s h o~-s justifica.tion for changing them, they must be adhered t o in any coritrol design. The control const.raints are tabulated in Table 1 ' . These constraints are based on physical limits of travel for valve ' actuators or on maximum equipment capacity. The minimum value for air flow insures safe furnace conditions at. lou-load. Both sprays and tilts are provided for temperature cont rol. Sprays arc used t o supplement the tilt s n-hich normally are the primary means of temperature control. This additional capability t o prevent temperatures from becoming too high is consistent with the concern over excessive thermal stress and close turbine clearances.
The existing Cromb?-Sumber 2 unit control system is composed of five distinct. control loops. These include: the power generation control loop, Fig.  3 ; the fuel control loop, Fig. 4 ; the air control loop, idealizat,ions of the actual controls. Closed-loop simulation shows, however, that the system is a very good representation of the actual unit.
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IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN
Conventional power generation control systems have evolved with time a.nd have independent feedba.ck control of key process variables. These regulators were designed t o hold the process variables at a fixed desired value. Today it is recognized that such control syst.ems are inadequate for load tracking, a.nd manufacturers are now including feedforward feat.ures which w i l l change set points as a function of demand input. Even the most advanced of t,hese conventionally designed control systems cannot handle this highly interactive process under rapid load cha.nge in a satisfact,ory manner.
Modern control t,heory provides the t,echniques for the design of dynamically int,egrated contxol systems for multivariable processes. The met,hodology proposed in [16 J has been utilized t.0 design a cont.ro1 system for the boilerturbine-generator system of int,erest. The design process is briefly described below in somewhat less general t.erms than provided in [16] . An important feature of the procedure is that, by including a simple characterizat.ion of model error, the resultant controller retains the steadystate accuracy of classical PI controllers.
The feedback cont.roller is designed on t.he basis of an approximate linear model obtained a t a preseleded steadystate operating point. The model used for design t,akes the following form:
where x is an n-dimensional state vector, y is a p-dimensional output. vect.or, u is an m-dimensional input. vector, and w is a p-dimensional bias vector. The bias noise Y is a whitenoise process having zero-mean a,nd covariance
The random bias vect.or w has been specifically introduced t o represent model inaccuracies. As the object,ive is t.he synthesis of an optimal deterministic cont,roller, the limiting form as V , vanishes is of particular int.erest.. In t,his case, t.he bias vector becomes a. constant, but a priori unknown, bias. The objective is t o st.eer t.he system so t,hat y tracks a const,ant desired value g while u varies moderately about some nominal value. To obtain an a.ppropriate cost funct.iona1, consider 2~' to be a constant. In this case, the following st,eady-state conditions on (x,u) Fvith y = g a.re obtained from (3) with 3i. = 0:
T. ' , 6(t ).
In the regulator problem there exists at least one solution (2,a) for each ( g ,~) .
I n t.his case, (4) must consist
of no more than n + m independent equa.tions. Equations (4) can be arranged in the form If, in addition, the coefficient matrix is of full rank (which, in this case, guarant,ees that the number of rows are not greater than the number of columns), then a solut.ion for (2,zi) is
A B A B A B
Upon partitioning t.he solution, 3 and 8 are obt,ained in the form
A quadratic cost functional can be defined as
where Qo, Q are nonnegative definite and R is positive definite. It. is desired to minimize
where Po satisfies the Riccati equation
The matrix e2 is given by 
Kote tha.t an alternate form of (13) which has certain
The optimal controller as obtained in El61 is
where
and S satisfies the Riccat.i equation . $ = A $ + Bul.
(2 1)
To apply t.his controller to the actual nonlinear process, (I1) the steady-stat.e process outputs and controls are characterized as functions of the mega1vat.t denland (RIWD).
Then, the linear feedforward elements can be replaced by the actual nonlinear relationships (12) The resultant. controller is illustrated in Fig. 8 . Step I : Specify a desired steady-state proiile. (This can be done with t.he aid of t,he simulation program.)
Step 2: Specify a nominal operating load level for contxoller design. Use the linear analysis program t.0 obtain the A , B, C, and D mat.rices.
Step 3: Specify which controls and outputs are to be used.
Step Q: Specify cost functional weighting matrices and observer degree of stability.
Step 5: Execute controller design program.
Step 6: Execute simulation program. Current p h t operating pra.ctice is to use the steadystate profile reported in [14] . However, superheat, and reheat burner tilts a.re positioned at their positive limit above approximat,ely 200 MW, and consequently it is not possible t o regulate temperature. This difficulty can be circumvented by adjusting the excess air flow. This has been done t o develop a st.eady-st.ate operating profle for the load range 130-230 MW, which provides for superheat and reheat. stea,m temperat.ures of 1000°F with burner tilt positions suit,ably interior to their constraints. Of particular n0t.e is the nonlinear chara.ct.eristic of the governing valves as shown in Fig. 9 .
The control inputs and process 0utput.s used in the existing control system were used in the design of the optimal , control syst.em. The control inputs are: 1) feedwat.er valve area; 2) governing valve area; 3) m i l l feeder stroke; 4) superheat furnace burner tilts; 5) reheat furnace burner t,ilts; and 6) air flow. The process 0utput.s used for control are: 1) generat.ion; 2) t,hrottle flow minus feedwater flow minus (coefficient) drum level error; 3) throthle pressure; 4) throttle temperahre; and 5) reheater outlet temperahre.
The first case study was made with all weightings set to unity, and bhe weightings were then adjust,ed by observing the abilit,y of the control system t o keep the process outputs Tvithin the specified constraints. The optimal control system which is used in the following comparison with t,he existing control system is defined by the set of weightings given in Table VI. The convent,ional control system, the state variable feedback system, and the state estimat,or system were simuhted. The &ate varia.ble feedback system was investigated t o establish the ultimate potent.ia1 for improvement.
Figs. l(r12 compare the response of t,he t,hree control be answered in the affirmat.ive. The improvement in dynamic response which can be obtained is shown to be quite significant. Perhaps the most dramatic result is the tight regulation of pressure which is accomplished without significant, increase in control action. This arises principally through coordination of fuel flow! air flow, and burner tilts. It is interesting to note that the optimal regulator takes advantage of the natural slowness of boiler temperat.ure dynamics and manipulates air and burner tilts-normally associated with temperature control-to assist in regulating t.he faster pressure dynamics before the temperature transient becomes significant. The simulation results were obt,ained using the nonlinear boiler model and the control system performed well even in t.he face of the quite irregular characterist.ics of the multiple governing valves. It should be noted t.hat the plant. characteristic would actually be smoot.her as the simulations were run n1t.h no valve overlap, which m-ould not be the case in the field.
It. is interest.ing to note that the pressure responses with the state estimator and state feedback systems are quite close. whereas there is significant difference between the corresponding temperature responses. This is t o be expected as the process dynamics are direct,ly reflected in the observer and the temperature dynamics are relatively slow. By including a degree of st.abilit.y specification for the observer, hon-ever, the estimator tracking of the slow modes can be "sped up" to any desirable rate so that. per-formanee of the state estimator system approaches that of H. G. KwatnY 
